Brain responses can significantly outlast sensory stimuli leading to potential ambiguity when responses overlap. Recent studies of locust olfaction found that the responses of individual second order projection neurons depend markedly on the previous few seconds' stimulus history; the population response, however, still conveys information about both temporal structure and odour identity.
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Sensory systems convert diverse stimuli in the outside world into a common language of electrical action potentials in the brain. Both the number and temporal distribution of these spikes can contribute to the neural code. In many cases the pattern of spikes produced by a stimulus can significantly outlast the stimulus itself, leading to a potential problem of ambiguity when neural responses overlap. What happens when a second stimulus arrives before the brain has finished responding to the first? Two recent papers from the labs of Mark Stopfer [1] and Gilles Laurent [2] have examined this issue in the locust olfactory system, with results indicating how the potential ambiguity can be resolved.
Olfaction: Connectivity and Coding
The olfactory systems of insects and mammals show many common organisational principles [3] . Olfactory receptor neuron axons enter the brain and terminate in the mammalian olfactory bulb or insect antennal lobe. This first olfactory relay is subdivided into glomeruli, where the receptor neuron axons form connections with the dendrites of mitral cells in mammals or projection neurons in insects ( Figure 1 ). In addition to the antennal lobe projection neurons, there are also inhibitory local interneurons that interconnect different glomeruli.
On leaving the antennal lobe, projection neurons form synapses in two higher olfactory centres: the mushroom body calyx and lateral horn ( Figure 1 ). The mushroom body, which is required for olfactory learning and memory [4] , consists of large numbers of Kenyon cells; both papers cite unpublished work suggesting that each locust Kenyon cell may receive information from up to 50% of the incoming projection neurons.
Gilles Laurent and colleagues [5] Figure 1 . Olfactory system organisation. The locust olfactory system includes the antennal lobe (AL), which receives sensory input from olfactory receptor neurons in the antennae, and higher order centres: the mushroom body (MB) and lateral horn (LH). Olfactory receptor neurons send axons to glomeruli in the antennal lobe where they connect with the dendrites of projection neurons (PNs) as well as inhibitory local interneurons (LNs), which contact multiple glomeruli. Projection neuron axons project to the mushroom body and lateral horn. In addition to this excitatory projection neuron input, Kenyon cells (KCs) in the mushroom body also receive feedback inhibition from a population of GABA-ergic neurons in the lateral horn.
process of encoding and then decoding. Encoding occurs within the antenna and the local circuits of the antennal lobe, and results in a population of broadly tuned projection neurons. This arrangement theoretically maximises the information transfer rate through projection neurons, while retaining the ability to discriminate a large number of similar odours. The broad projection neuron representation is transformed into a very sparse Kenyon cell representation that may be particularly suitable for memory storage and recall [5] .
Investigating Overlapping Representations
Both groups [1, 2] investigated what happens when neural representations overlap by presenting closely spaced odour stimuli (Figure 2 ), either multiple pulses of the same odour [1] or two different odours [2] . What kind of results might one expect? It could be that while the first response is still ongoing a new stimulus cannot trigger a new response. Conversely, the response to the second stimulus might completely override the first response. As one might have expected, in both studies the results did not correspond to either of these extremes, with neurons showing a hybrid response to stimuli.
Stopfer's group [1] based their experimental paradigm on observations that distant odour sources generate odour plumes that arrive in short bursts; a 100 milliseconds stimulus and 500 milliseconds interstimulus interval is typical, although these numbers vary significantly. They found that a short odour pulse produced spiking responses in about 75% of projection neurons: usually a rapid initial response tightly locked to stimulus onset, followed by a delayed response that could last 5 seconds or more ( Figure 2A ). This temporally patterned response is very characteristic of locust projection neurons [5] . When one odour pulse quickly followed another the hybrid response took a variety of forms: responses to pulses one and two were normally truncated by the arrival of the next stimulus and looked similar to the initial portion of the response to an isolated odour pulse; however, the final (uninterrupted) odour pulse usually produced a long spiking response broadly similar to that to an isolated stimulus.
Although the truncation of an ongoing response by the start of a new one was the most striking change, stimulus history had other effects. For example, the number of spikes produced by each particular pulse in a train varied significantly in about 60% of cases. In about half of these cases, the change was dramatic, with only some of the pulses in a train eliciting spikes. Thus, at the level of individual projection neurons, the temporal structure of the stimulus can significantly alter the temporal dynamics of the response.
Laurent's group [2] started with the notion that animals in the real world encounter multiple odours in rapid succession. Their key stimuli were 500 millisecond pulses of two different odorants separated by a variable delay ( Figure 2B , X-Y condition). For any particular projection neuron the interaction between the responses to two odorants generated a (A) Projection neuron firing rate in response to a 100 ms odorant pulse, or a train of three pulses separated by a 500 ms interval. For the train, the responses 1 and 2 look very much like the first 500 ms of the response to a single pulse, while response 3 resembles the whole response to a single pulse. The horizontal line indicates the baseline firing rate, which is usually non-zero. (B) Spikes elicited from a single projection neuron and a single Kenyon cell by stimulation with two different odorants presented separately (X or Y), or together as a mixture (XY) or with an intervening delay (X-Y). The response of this projection neuron in the X-Y condition shows evidence of masking -the excitatory response that occurs almost immediately after odour onset in the Y alone condition is masked by the presence of the preceding pulse of odour X. This Kenyon cell has a typically sparse response, spiking at a specific time in the X-Y delay condition but not to pure odorants X or Y or a static XY mixture. (C) Projection neuron ensemble plots attempt to reduce the time varying firing rate of w100 projection neurons to a low dimensional representation: each point in the two-dimensions space implies that a different set of projection neurons are firing. Joining the points at different times during the >3 s response to an odour stimulus leads to a distinctive population response trajectory for each single odour, X and Y. In the XY mixture condition a new intermediate trajectory (thick purple line) is evident. When odours are presented in the X-Y condition, the second odorant pulse induces the generation of a new trajectory (dotted black curve), which corresponds to the new projection neuron firing patterns. Although this new trajectory starts off like a pure X trajectory (until the time at which odour Y appears) and finishes like a pure Y trajectory, it is clearly distinct from the XY mixture trajectory (purple). This deviation suggests that exposure to an overlapping odour pair recruits a new projection neuron population. Note that the delay condition specific Kenyon cell fires only at a time when the projection neuron population response is in this distinctive new state (pink circle).
highly reliable new response. However, the nature of this new response was unpredictable: about two thirds of the projection neurons showed a significant increase or decrease in firing compared with the linear sum of the response to odour X alone and odour Y alone. Non-additive response interactions were strongest shortly after the onset of the second stimulus but lasted for several seconds; they could even occur in projection neurons that failed to respond at all to one of the isolated stimuli. Thus, both groups [1, 2] found that individual projection neuron responses are significantly altered by recent stimulus history.
Population Coding
Having examined the responses of individual projection neurons, both groups [1, 2] then investigated population coding using data from about 100 projection neurons. The activity of this projection neuron ensemble at an instant in time can be represented as a single point in a 100 dimensional space: each of the 100 axes corresponds to the firing rate of a particular projection neuron at that moment. Plotting such a point every 50 milliseconds during a 5 second response and then joining consecutive points, results in a trajectory that describes the firing state of the projection neuron population over time. Of course, looking at a 100 dimension dataset is very difficult, so the first thing both groups did was to apply a statistical technique to produce a low dimensional representation of their data [6] . We have schematised this representation with two-dimensional projection neuron ensemble plots ( Figure 2C ). When Stopfer's group [1] examined the responses to a train of odour pulses using this technique, they found that, in spite of the changes in individual projection neuron responses to each pulse in the train, the response of the whole population to each pulse was very similar. They then applied simple classification techniques to the whole population data. Using the population response to a single pulse of eight different odour/ concentrations as a template data set, they could reliably identify both the identity and temporal structure of an unknown odour stimulus.
Laurent's group [2] started by examining the population response to each odour alone or the static mixture. The projection neuron population trajectories were very different for the two odours, X or Y, when presented singly ( Figure 2C) . The static mixture of the two odours (XY) produced an intermediate projection neuron population trajectory. When a delay stimulus pair (X-Y condition) was applied, the new projection neuron population response initially followed the X trajectory but then diverged to follow a complete new trajectory before returning to the baseline state via the tail end of the Y trajectory. Interestingly, the odour pair response never tracked the XY mixture trajectory even at times when the two stimuli overlapped. This suggests that there is something quite distinct about the representation of overlapping odours compared with odour mixtures.
Decoding
Both groups [1, 2] concluded by examining the responses of third order Kenyon cells. Analogues of the masking behaviour seen in single projection neurons could also be seen in Kenyon cells. For example, some Kenyon cells fired only in response to the first pulse in a train of the same odorant [1] . Similarly, in the two-odour paradigm Laurent's group [2] observed Kenyon cells that responded specifically to odour Y alone but failed to respond to X-Y stimuli. Most intriguing were a number of Kenyon cells that responded only to specific delay conditions and not to pure X, pure Y or the static XY mixture ( Figure 2B) .
Furthermore, these Kenyon cells only spiked at times when the presynaptic projection neuron population response trajectory was in a region not visited by projection neuron responses to X, Y or XY. This is interesting for two reasons. First, it indicates that the distinct projection neuron responses generated by the X-Y delay conditions can actually be detected by higher-order neurons and may therefore generate a distinct perceptual response. Second, the excellent agreement between the instantaneous projection neuron population state and Kenyon cell spiking suggests that Kenyon cells do indeed integrate projection neuron activity over a very short time window.
Conclusion
These new papers [1, 2] emphasise that examining the population response to a complex odour signal can resolve ambiguities present in individual neuron responses. This is reminiscent of an earlier joint publication [7] which examined the interaction between odour identity and concentration. Although single projection neuron responses to different concentrations of an odorant varied enormously, the population response had statistically invariant properties that could identify a particular odorant at all concentrations. Disambiguation by examining the responses of different neuronal classes is an old theme. Telling the difference between a dull green light and a bright red one depends on comparing the firing rates of neuronal populations that originate from different combinations of cone photoreceptor. In contrast, in the case of olfaction, where different odour molecules cannot be classified along a simple linear dimension like photon wavelength, it may be necessary to examine a higher dimensional population response to recognise distinct but related stimulus conditions. 
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Today we are witnesses of an ever-increasing urbanisation of our planet. Fifty years ago, only one third of the world's people were urban; by 2000, the proportion of city dwellers had already risen to 50 per cent, and it is projected that two thirds of the world's population will live in cities by 2030 [1] . One aspect of the urban environment we all complain about is the increase in noise. But the din of modern cities is not only an annoyance to us humans (not to mention being damaging to our health), it also affects the life of wild animals that find themselves in an increasingly urban world.
High levels of ambient noise are particularly problematic for animals that use sound to communicate, as it masks their signals and thus impairs the exchange of vital information. This is the case, for instance, in many birds, where males use their songs to attract mates and to defend their territories against rivals. This close relationship between bird song and sexual selection means that variation in signalling efficiency is likely to have major fitness consequences for the singing male. However, few studies have addressed the question of whether and how birds in cities are able to change their songs to make themselves heard. One of these investigated urban nightingales (Luscinia megarhynchos), and found that birds adjust the loudness of their songs to the level of background noise [2] . If there was more traffic noise, males sang louder to counter the masking of their songs.
There are many sources of traffic noise in cities: it may come from cars, motorbikes, lorries, trains or low flying aeroplanes. What these different noises all have in common is that they are mainly concentrated at low frequencies. Therefore, birds with high-pitched songs will have an advantage in cities, because their signals suffer less masking by the ambient low-frequency noise. Indeed, several studies [3] [4] [5] looking at single urban bird populations have shown that males at noisier sites tended to sing at higher frequencies than birds in less noisy areas.
In this issue of Current Biology, Slabbekoorn and den Boer-Visser [6] report on differences in song between urban and forest populations of great tits (Parus major; Figure 1) . In an outstanding sampling effort, the authors recorded ten different population pairs in several European countries. They looked at whether birds, for example in London, Paris or Berlin, sang differently from their conspecifics in forests near these cities. This comparison between city and forest populations adds an important novel angle to the usual intra-population approach, and provides one of the best examples of signal adaptations to changing environmental conditions. The most striking result is that the city birds sang with higher minimum frequencies than the forest birds. And, remarkably, the authors found that this was clearly the case in all ten of the sampled population pairs, from Britain to the Czech Republic. This finding suggests that urban great tits have shifted their songs towards higher frequencies to mitigate masking from increased levels of low frequency noise. Great tits in cities sing faster and at a higher pitch compared to their conspecifics dwelling in forests, as reported in this issue by Slabbekoorn and den Boer-Visser [6] . They suggest that the birds changed their songs to make them stand out against the masking traffic noise in urban areas. Most likely, birds adapt their songs to the din of cities by using mechanisms that have evolved much prior to urbanisation to counter interference from natural noise [7] . (Photo by Edgar Mü ller.)
